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2018.Goda 11. j'nijs plkst. 17:23 · Updated comment trade code!!! It's not just a human cord, it's a handy code with a sample of almost everything you mention... Now spiraling you can buy from USAC Region 12 Capital, in buildings S2, S5 and S7, if you are wholesale with an offer price of Q.135.00: you should call 2439-
8694. If you are a minor: you can place an order on the number * Jurisoft Library * You must call the number 5538-4893 * Library Iustitia: you 5959-6649 they must be sent by Vortex to any part of the country. Conference Diplomars Part V is now available in KRYPTOFORCE Report 36116060 they will be available until
Saturday, December 26... Download now!!! Do me yours!!!  can have me through my books as well as my online courses and conferences. 36116060  The best way for a child to know is to study with Omar Garnica, an unknown person!!! Find out at 36116060. Preliminary title article General Clause 1. Apply.
Merchants of their professional activities, commercial legal business and commercial issues shall be governed by the provisions of this Code and, otherwise, by civil law, which shall be applied and interpreted in accordance with the principles inspired by the Commercial Code. Analysis: All instances related to trading are
applied or applied on the basis of this code, such as traders, legal people, and commercial companies. 2. Trader. It is an exercise trader for his name and profit, all activities referring to: 1. The industry aimed to produce or process goods and provide services. 2. Transfer of goods and brokerage of service offerings. 3.
Banks, insurance and bonds. 4. Previous assistant. Analysis: Traders are those who practice trade as a source of income through the sale and provision of services to the population, who are for profit. 3. social merchants. Companies organized in commercial form have the quality of traders, whatever their subject matter.
Analysis: These are all commercial companies engaged in selling products or providing services. 4. Commercial stuff. It's commercial stuff:1. Credit. 2. Trading companies and their elements. 3. Patents for inventions and model patents, trademarks, names, logos and commercial advertisements. Analysis:The following
titles are among the commercial ones. Credit ownership trading companies and all the elements. Trademarks, trademarks, trade patents of goods or services. Article 5. Mixed business. If traders and non-traders are involved in legal business covered by this code, the provisions of the code apply. Analysis: This is the
person involved with the trader and the people. They were. Traders and their IROMERCIANTESCAPITULO IDISPOSITIONS General Clause 6 are also subject to the Trade Code Book IDE. Capacity. Individuals and legal representatives who are proficient in the same employment and coercion as traders under civil law.
Analysis: Everyone has the ability to be a trader, both individual and legal, fully enjoying the rights and obligations of citizens under civil law and has no criminal proceedings. Article 7. Impossible or impossible to tickle. If it cannot be acquired by inheritance or donation, or when an individual trader is declared in
arbitration, the judge must decide in what form whether the negotiations will continue or be settlement by expert reporting and unless the person responsible provides something about it, in which case he or she will immediately respect the judge's view that it does not provide serious inconvenience. Analysis: When a
person with special abilities or a person with no knowledge of a company is donated by a commercial enterprise, leaves an inheritance, or overtly trades an individual trader, the judge must decide in an expert report whether to continue negotiations or settle. Chapter 8. foreign traders. Foreigners may make transactions



and represent legal representatives if they are legally registered in accordance with the provisions of this Code. In these cases, they will have the same rights and obligations as Guatemala, except as determined by special law. Analysis: Foreigners may be merchants of the Parties or representatives of legal entities,
depending on all legality required by this code. Chapter 9. They are not traders. They're not traders:1. People who practice liberal jobs. People who carry out farming, livestock or similar activities are about the cultivation and processing of their company's products.3o. Artisans who work only on request or do not have
warehouses or warehouses to produce products. Analysis:They are not traders:1o. People who practice liberal jobs. People who carry out farming, livestock or similar activities are about the cultivation and processing of their company's products.3o. Artisans who only work on request or don't have warehouses or stores
expand their products. Chapter 10. Companies. They are companies organized in commercial form, exclusively the following:1o. Collective society.2. Society of simple comandita.3o. Limited Liability.4. Public Limited.5o. Company in Comanda by stock. Analysis: These are organized in a commercial form, of which the
partner group is:1o. Collective society.2. Society of simple comandita.3o. Social Limited liability.4o. Public Limited.5o. Comandita for Akiones Aticulo 11. merchant spouse. Husbands and wives engaged in commercial activities together have the quality of a trader, unless one of them is an assistant in other commercial
activities. Analysis: When husbands form, exercise, or engage in commercial activities, they are all traders, but if one of them is not registered as a trader, they can simply be an assistant in commercial activity. Chapter 12. Banks, insurers and similar. This Code is contrary to laws and special provisions, as banks,
insurers, reinsurers, sneventures, resettlers, financial institutions, general depositors, stock exchanges, mutual corporations and other similar corporations must be governed by form, organization and operation. The right to organize and operate is subject to special laws applicable to each case. Analysis: Banks, insurers,
reinsurers, sneventures, financial and deposit warehouses, and stock exchanges are managed as set out in the trading code. Chapter 13. Public institutions and institutions. The state, its decentralized institutions: autonomous or semi-autonomous, municipalities and, generally, all public institutions or institutions, traders,
but may engage in commercial activities, except as ordered by special laws and in accordance with the provisions of this code. Analysis: The country's public institutions, both autonomous, semiautomatic, and municipalities among others, are not traders, but can exercise commercial activities regulated by law. Chapter
IIDE Merchant Company. General Clause 14. legal nature. Commercial companies incorporated in accordance with the provisions of this Code and registered on the Commercial Register must have their own legal nature and be distinguished from the personalities of individually considered partners. Individuals or
individuals who appear as start-up partners must do so alone or on behalf of others, in which case they must prove this quality in legal form. Appearing as a business manager is prohibited. Analysis: A legally configured commercial enterprise is obligated to have a legal nature to represent it before it is in any case.
Chapter 15. Applicable laws. Commercial enterprises shall be governed by the provisions of the Social Act and the provisions of this Act. Analysis: Commercial enterprises will be governed by regulations and social deed provisions.
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